The United States Navy has undergone many innovations and changes throughout its history as an institution to safeguard Americans from threats precipitated by foreign and domestic enemies. Developments in the structure of the U.S. Navy have been used to protect the American homeland. The development of destroyers in relation to naval limitation treaties between 1920 and 1940 is particularly important in my research as I desire to know how and why the U.S. Navy was structured the way it was. What were the agreements that decided the construction of certain types of destroyers over other designs? How did foreign policy dictate how the navy decided construction programs? The primary sources of the naval limitation treaties themselves give great insight into the world perspective on destroyer production that the U.S. would follow for many years. The language of the naval treaties is important in relation to U.S. destroyer production because of the emphasis the U.S. gives towards certain provisions of the treaty over other stipulations. Primary source research allows me to formulate my own argument as I am able to see the precise requisites used by the United States at the time to justify shipbuilding construction.

LITERATURE REVIEW
The United States Navy has undergone many innovations and changes during its history as an institution to safeguard Americans from threats precipitated by foreign and domestic enemies. Developments in the structure of the U.S. Navy have been used to expand foreign policy and in the event of war have been used to protect the American homeland. The development of destroyers in relation to naval limitation treaties between 1920 and 1940 is particularly important in my research as I desire to know how and why the U.S. Navy was structured the way it was. What were the agreements that decided the construction of certain types of destroyers over other designs? How did foreign policy dictate how the navy decided construction programs? The primary sources of the naval limitation treaties themselves give great insight into the world perspective on destroyer production that the U.S. would follow for many years. The language of the naval treaties is important in relation to U.S. destroyer production because of the emphasis the U.S. gives towards certain provisions of the treaty over other stipulations. Primary source research allows me to formulate my own argument as I am able to see the precise requisites used by the United States at the time to justify shipbuilding construction.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The methodology I use to conduct research for my topic includes a strong emphasis on primary resources. The numerous treaties created in the 1920s and 30s helped to regulate and restrict the construction of several types of ships in the modern navies of the world. The language of the treaties seems to be straightforward but can be interpreted with inductive reasoning as many provisions are vague and can be deciphered in different ways. The language of the treaties highlights the political jostling of nations as they negotiate for respect and power with one another. Specific references to destroyer tonnage and restrictions are made in these treaties and provide a good foundation for how the ship construction would have been changed to fit these new limitations. After reviewing these primary resources, my next steps are finding what others authors and historians have written on the subject of naval limitations under the treaties and how they influenced ship construction, most especially destroyers.
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